
 

 
 
 

 

 

From the age of 16, Barbara Stopher had a vision - to be a successful marketer in the branded goods arena. She 
knew from family connections that marketing wasn’t all long lunches and advertising photo shoots; she 
understood that it involved sound strategic thinking and a lot of common sense. So she structured her career 
to meet her objective: going to the right university, joining a brand name corporate in the marketing 
department (no graduate trainee scheme for her!), taking an international role in corporate HQ and then, 
when the time was almost right, leaving and taking a job she hated in order to complete the gaps on her CV. 
 

In 1996, conscious of a ‘life begins at’ birthday looming, Barbara left corporate life for good and started her 
own marketing consultancy business. From having a department of 35 to manage on the Friday, the Monday 
saw her in rented offices, scanning her contacts for people to call. Barbara shunned the typical small business 
advisors (she’ll tell you why) and applied her corporate experience to her new venture. Over the years, the 
consultancy’s business grew and services expanded, particularly into PR. Nerve-racking milestones, such as 
employing that first staff member, were passed and the business grew from strength to strength, winning the 
Chartered Institute of Public Relations’ prestigious national ‘outstanding small consultancy’ award – twice! 
 

In 2009, Barbara managed a strategic exit of her business, successfully selling it to the UK’s longest 
established PR company. She is now embarking on her third career stage as an individual business strategist 
and mentor. 
 

Come and hear Barbara’s personal tale of the ups and downs of preparing to build, run and exit a small 
business and how it compares to life in the corporate fast lane. 
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